
Maison-N is a tandem of architects, specialized 
in architecture, art and urban design. From the 
object-scale to the territory, they open the field of 
architectural creation.
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Maison-N® is the combination of two personalities: 
Sanae Nicolas and Alexandre Nesi. 
Their first meeting took place in Kyoto during a university exchange at 
the Kyoto Institute of Technology. Sanae immersed herself in the world 
of art and decoration, while Alexandre focused on architecture and 
urban planning. A few years later, with the strength of their acquired 
experience, the duo met again to put their skills in dialogue with the 
creation of Maison-N®.

Maison-N®  Paris
A tandem of architects 
between France and Japan 

A 2016 graduate of the 
Architecture School of Paris 
la Villette, Sanae explores new 
ways of imagining architecture. 
Having grown up between 
France and Japan, she brings 
her two countries of heart into 
dialogue in her artistic practice. 
While studying Japanese 
language and civilization in 
Tokyo, Sanae produced her first 
works at the border between 
language, image, translation 
and construction. Luxury brands 
such as Hermès now use her 
scenographic sensitivity and 
illustrations to decorate their 
windows or during international 
events

Alexandre graduated from 
the Architecture School of 
Versailles in 2015. As an 
architect, he has a vision 
of combining the fields of 
architecture and craftsmanship 
through entrepreneurial and 
creative projects between 
France and Japan. For him, 
architecture and art are tools 
that reinforce the dialogue 
between local integration and 
openness to foreign countries.  
After exercising within the 
urban planning agency L’AUC, 
Alexandre brings to Maison-N 
the experience of territorial 
studies and urban development 
projects.

Sanae
The art of reinventing 
architectural 
representations

Alexandre
Bring together 
architecture and 
craftwork





Our Paris-based architectural 
office work closely with you the 
design process. From the sketch 
to the construction, we make an 
issue of harmonizing balance of 
forms and comfort of use.  We 
design both the architecture and 
the interior decoration. 
From Paris to Tokyo, we place 
dialogue at the heart of our work, 
whether it be construction or 
renovation projects, artistic col-
laborations, or territorial studies. 
Both delicate and meticulous, 
our work is inspired by a mix of 
French and Japanese culture and 
experience.

ARCHITECTURE

Sensitive to all forms of art, our 
office is constantly looking for 
new experiments. We express 
our creativity through the design 
of limited-edition objects. 
Produced internally or during 
collaborations, these productions 
are an integral part of our archi-
tectural creation process. 
Paintings, art objects, textiles 
and decorations can be designed 
on demand. 

Our artistic research focuses on 
recycling, reuse and reprocessing 
of materials between France and 
Japan.

ART

Maison-N is a multi-disciplinary 
Parisian agency that works with 
project stakeholder in their terri-
torial development studies. 
With the diversity of artistic and 
architectural fields of creation, 
we take an innovative look at the 
urban planning process.

We have at heart to highlight the 
territories and their inhabitants. 
To do so, we rely on fields of 
architecture, public events, and 
education in order to develop 
urban projects in connection with 
their local environment.

URBAN DESIGN



Separate the kitchen from the living room without closing it 
completely: this kitchen benefits from an optical illusion provided 
by the wooden wall that gently divides the space. 

Maison-N
022_E.KITCHEN
Paris, May 2020

Interior design



Full renovation of an apartment in Paris, in collaboration with the 
interior designer Mio Shibuya and the designer Nicolas Profit.

Maison-N 
010_BEAUREPAIRE
Paris, Juin 2019

Renovation

Credit Photos _ Mio Shibuya



Renovation

Renovation of a bathroom in Brittany that recreates the experience 
of Japanese traditional bathing and highlights a dialogue between 
French and Japanese craftsmanship. 

Maison-N+ 
016_BETTON
Betton, May 2021



Renovation of an attic appartment. Creation of a functionnal mez-
zanine and an order-made staircase in an historical building. 

Maison-N
009_SAINTONGE
Paris, in progress

Renovation



Renovation

Restructuration of an appartment in Paris in a former atelier. A new 
staircase is created and the ground level reorganized.

Maison-N
036_JOINEAU
Joineau, in progress.
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Renovation

Maison-N+ 
004_GOJO MALL ANIMATION GALLERY
Kyoto, May 2018

Gojo Mall is the first exhibition space dedicated to animation in 
Kyoto. For its renovation, traditional materials were recycled and 
used in a modern way in the space. 



Architecture

Construction of a 260 m² house in the patrimonial area of Cancale, 
Brittany. Designed and built in an ecological way, the house will be 
made in hemp and wooden structure. 

Maison-N
032_CHATELIER
Châtelier, in progress.



Architecture

Maison-N
032_CHATELIER
Châtelier, in progress.

The house is divided in three zones : «the guest hosting volume» 
with the garage, guest rooms and storage space, «a daily use 
volume» with the kitchen, dining space and living room, and finally 
«the suite volume» welcoming the inhabitatnts nightspaces. 



The renovation of the Mori café consisted in creating an authentic 
and aesthetic Japanese atmosphere, unique in Paris. 

Maison-N
011_MORICAFE
Paris, Juin 2020

Interior Design



Maison-N 
MAC VAL
Ivry-Sur-Seine, October 2018

In collaboration with Jacques Ripault Architects, Pierre and Elise 
Ripault. Organisation of the exhibition, drawings selections and 
displays, model making and graphism. Pictures by P. Müller.

Set Design



Creation of small furnitures in tatami and steel frame. In collabora-
tion with a master tatami craftmen Mitsuru Yokoyama,  and Rosalie 
Pericaud for the steel structure. 

Maison-N
Tatami Furniture
Paris-Kyoto, 2021

Furniture Design



«Weaving the landscape» is an artwork that combines the scales 
of the territory and the object. Made with 25000 beads and 3km of 
steel wire, this handmade art is a mountainous landscape, de-
signed as a jewelry. In collaboration with Cecile Gray.

Maison-N
024_PLI
Pavillon de l’Arsenal, Paris, Novembre 2019

Art Work



Sanae NICOLAS as an invited artist. Imaginary aquatic deities 
drawn in pastel are part of the decor of the Hermès du Faubourg 
windows during the summer of 2019.

Sanae NICOLAS (Maison-N)
035_HERMES VITRINES ETE
Paris, 2018

Art Work



During 5 months,with 5 other architects, we designed a event party 
in Shanghai for presenting the now collection of Hermes. 
Under the direction of Antoine Platteau et Jean Paul Goude.

Maison-N 
Hermes Club
Shanghai, 2017

Set Design



An avalanche, a cave, a peak and a calm landscape: the same pie-
ce of fabric activated by pulls recreates the mountainous scenes of 
the play «Le Leurre Inévitable»  written and directed by La Compa-
gnie Fortuite. 

Maison-N
003_LEURRE INEVITABLE
Saint-Ouen, 2018

Set Design



An event about architecture and gastronomy, a brandy and its terri-
tory, perceived and questioned by various artistic disciplines in the 
south of France.

Maison-N 
012_FINE FAUGERES
Autignac, 2018

Event Design



A self-sustaining campus built according to local traditions and 
designed to grow with future generations. In collaboration with Mio 
Shibuya and Claudia Del Bubba. 

Maison-N
008_LIBERIA
Ganta, in progress

Urban Design



In an European context of ecologic and economic crises, this 
project rethinks a territorial strategy on the Alps region respecting 
environment and local cultures trend.

Urban Design

Alexandre NESI (Maison-N)
000_DIPLOMA
ENSA-V, 2015
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